
Primal Single Kettlebell Program
WARM UP | 3 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

A1: Halo to Squat x 30 Seconds 

3 Rounds, Rest 10 Seconds Between Exercises

Halo to Squat

Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches 

30 Seconds

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch

Hold the kettlebell bottoms up by the horns, perform a squat, drive your knees 
out, keep your chest tall. Stand up, perform a halo with the kettlebell, keeping 
your core tight. Bring the kettlebell back in front of you and repeat. 

A2: Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches x 30 Seconds
Start in a push-up position, step one foot just outside your palm on the same 
side. Get long by kicking through your back heel and get as straight as you from 
your heel to your top of your head. Once you have owned this position (I like to 
inhale), explosively jump switch to the other side, stepping your other foot up 
outside your palm (I like to exhale on the switch). Alternate sides.

A3: Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch x 30 Seconds
Start on your knees and reach your arms out in front of you as far as you can. Sit 
your butt back towards your heels. Sink your head and shoulders to the floor 
and step one foot forward outside your same side palm. Come into a kneeling 
position keeping your chest proud and spine long, as you squeeze your glutes, 
and press through your hips. Sit back into Child’s Pose and alternate sides. 

30 Seconds

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
PRIMARY WORK SET  | 5 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

B1: Split Stance Row x 30 Seconds Each Side

5 Sets, Use the Kneeling Spine Waves as Active Rest and Get Right Back
 to Work After Your Minute of Active Rest

Split Stance Row

Swing, Alternating

30 Seconds Each Side

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Kneeling Spine Wave

Start in a split stance position with your feet shoulder-width apart. Bend over 
by hinging at the hips, press your hips back and light up/engage the ham-
strings. Keep a long spine from your back heel to your head and tight core. You 
can place your free arm’s elbow on your thigh to help keep your shoulders 
square. Grip the kettlebell with a thumbs up/neutral grip position,and pack 
shoulders, engage your lats and core. Maintain a high hinge in this position and 
then pull your elbow up and back towards your hip and tight to your ribs. 

B2: Swing, Alternating x 30 Seconds
Start with the kettlebell in the hike position. Keep a strong hip width wide base 
with your feet. Brace your core and keep a long spine from your hips to your 
head. Pack your shoulders by engaging your lats and then explosively pull the 
kettlebell high and tight right underneath your crotch and then powerfully 
extend your hips to swing the weight up. Swing the weight up to about shoul-
der height but be sure not to muscle it up with your arms but use your legs to 
propel it up. Let it float at  the top and stay tall and switch hands at the top of 
the movement. Let it fall back down underneath your hips. Once the bell is 
about to hit you in the pelvis, hinge at the hips and give the kettlebell some 
backswing and repeat. Finish by hiking the kettlebell back to the start position, 
avoiding any slack in your spine.

B3: Kneeling Spine Wave x 1 Minute
Start on your knees. Sit your butt back towards your heels, extend your arms 
out in front of you, extend your spine here, sinking your head, chest and shoul-
ders down towards the floor. Inhale as your in the back position and then 
exhale and flex your spine as you shift your weight forward and then inhale and 
drop your hips and lift your chin to the sky, chest up and shoulders back. Move 
forward and back waving through your spine. Keep your arms straight through-
out the whole set.

1 Minute

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
SECONDARY WORK SET  | 5 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

C1: Single Leg Deadlift to Staggered Stance Clean x 
30 Seconds Each Side 

5 Sets, Use the Thoracic Bridge as Active Rest and Get Right Back to Work After 
Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Single Leg Deadlift to Staggered Stance Clean

Thoracic Bridge 30 Seconds

30 Seconds Each Side

Exercise Descriptions

Starting in a standing position with the kettlebell at arm’s length, lift the same 
side leg as the kettlebell off the ground, and perform a single kettlebell dead-
lift. Be sure to keep a tight core and long spine. Come back to standing in a 
staggered stance position with your heel up and clean the kettlebell up into 
your racked position. Repeat.

C2:Thoracic Bridge x 30 Seconds
Starting in a crab position, bridge your hips up keeping them level and reach 
with one hand across your chest. Reach far and get a deep stretch in your tho-
racic, all while keeping your hips from rotating. Alternate sides by pulling your 
arm back in and and sitting your hips close to the floor before switching.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
FINISHER  | 5 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

D1: Explosive Deadlift to Single Kettlebell Snatch x 30 Seconds

5 Sets, Use the Shoulder Roll Bridge as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Explosive Deadlift to Single Kettlebell Snatch 30 Seconds 

Shoulder Roll Bridge 30 Seconds 

Exercise Descriptions

Start with the kettlebell in between your heels underneath your hips. Grip it 
with both hands and with a long spine explosively jump as high as you can. 
Land softly fighting any jarring in your body on the way down. Grab the kettle-
bell with one hand and explosively snatch it overhead, keeping your core tight 
and ribs down. Complete another explosive deadlift before alternating on the 
snatch. 

D2: Shoulder Roll Bridge, Alternating x 30 Seconds 
Start by laying on your back. Bend your legs, heels close to your butt. Thrust 
your hips up, squeezing your butt and hamstrings. Grab onto the same side 
ankle with one arm, as your reach overhead twisting your spine to the same 
side as the arm holding onto the ankle. Try to keep your hips squared and spine 
long. Alternate sides. 

Primal Single Kettlebell Program

DECOMPRESSION | 1 ROUND

Movement Reps/Rounds

Kneeling Spine Wave x 1 Minute

Perform 1 round of every exercise back to back

Kneeling Spine Wave 

Needle Arm Thread

1 Minute

1 Minute

1 Minute Each SideBretzel Hold 

Exercise Descriptions

Start on your knees. Sit your butt back towards your heels, extend your arms 
out in front of you, extend your spine here, sinking your head, chest and shoul-
ders down towards the floor. Inhale as your in the back position and then 
exhale and flex your spine as you shift your weight forward and then inhale and 
drop your hips and lift your chin to the sky, chest up and shoulders back. Move 
forward and back waving through your spine. Keep your arms straight through-
out the whole set.

Needle Arm Thread x 1 Minute
Starting on your knees, draw one elbow up and back as you inhale and then 
reach through with that arm and needle under your armpit, stacking your 
shoulders. Exhale and twist deeper into your stretch. Alternate sides by coming 
back up and drawing your opposite elbow up towards the sky with your next 
inhale. Try to coordinate one breath with one rep.

Bretzel Hold x 1 Minute Each Side
Lay on your back. Lift one leg over to the opposite side and pin your knee to the 
ground with your opposite arm. Grab your back leg with your other arm and 
kick into your palm, stretching your chest wide open, try to bring both shoul-
ders down to the floor while keeping both knees on the ground. Take 10 deep 
breaths in this stretch.

Workout 4



Primal Single Kettlebell Program
WARM UP | 3 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

A1: Halo to Squat x 30 Seconds 

3 Rounds, Rest 10 Seconds Between Exercises

Halo to Squat

Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches 

30 Seconds

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch

Hold the kettlebell bottoms up by the horns, perform a squat, drive your knees 
out, keep your chest tall. Stand up, perform a halo with the kettlebell, keeping 
your core tight. Bring the kettlebell back in front of you and repeat. 

A2: Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches x 30 Seconds
Start in a push-up position, step one foot just outside your palm on the same 
side. Get long by kicking through your back heel and get as straight as you from 
your heel to your top of your head. Once you have owned this position (I like to 
inhale), explosively jump switch to the other side, stepping your other foot up 
outside your palm (I like to exhale on the switch). Alternate sides.

A3: Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch x 30 Seconds
Start on your knees and reach your arms out in front of you as far as you can. Sit 
your butt back towards your heels. Sink your head and shoulders to the floor 
and step one foot forward outside your same side palm. Come into a kneeling 
position keeping your chest proud and spine long, as you squeeze your glutes, 
and press through your hips. Sit back into Child’s Pose and alternate sides. 

30 Seconds

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
PRIMARY WORK SET  | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

B1: Gorilla Row to Clean and Kneeling Press x 1 Minute

4 Sets, Use the Kick Through to Crab Reach as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Gorilla Row to Clean and Kneeling Press

Side Kick Through

1 Minute

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Start in a standing position with your feet a bit wider than hip-width apart. 
Bend over by hinging at the hips. Keep a long spine from your hips to your head 
and tight core. Hold the kettlebell in one hand with a neutral/thumbs up grip 
and then explosively pull your elbow up and back toward the hip and tight to 
your ribs then release the kettlebell and switch to the other hand at the top of 
the rep when the kettlebell is close to your belly. Extend your arm and then 
repeat the row on the other side, then clean the kettlebell into the rack. Step 
back into a kneeling position and press the kettlebell up overhead keeping your 
core tight and ribs down. Step back up and alternate sides.

B2: Side Kick Through x 30 Seconds
Start in a beast position, hands under your shoulders and knee slightly tucked 
in underneath your belly button line. Lift on hand off the ground and kick your 
opposite leg through. Pull your elbow up and back and point your toes on the 
foot that is kicking. Keep your leg off the floor and create as much distance as 
you can from your elbow to your toes. Pull your leg back through and switch to 
the other side.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
SECONDARY WORK SET  | 5 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

C1: Single Leg Deadlift to Staggered Stance Clean x 
30 Seconds Each Side 

5 Sets, Use the Thoracic Bridge as Active Rest and Get Right Back to Work After 
Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Single Leg Deadlift to Staggered Stance Clean

Thoracic Bridge 30 Seconds

30 Seconds Each Side

Exercise Descriptions

Starting in a standing position with the kettlebell at arm’s length, lift the same 
side leg as the kettlebell off the ground, and perform a single kettlebell dead-
lift. Be sure to keep a tight core and long spine. Come back to standing in a 
staggered stance position with your heel up and clean the kettlebell up into 
your racked position. Repeat.

C2:Thoracic Bridge x 30 Seconds
Starting in a crab position, bridge your hips up keeping them level and reach 
with one hand across your chest. Reach far and get a deep stretch in your tho-
racic, all while keeping your hips from rotating. Alternate sides by pulling your 
arm back in and and sitting your hips close to the floor before switching.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
FINISHER  | 5 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

D1: Explosive Deadlift to Single Kettlebell Snatch x 30 Seconds

5 Sets, Use the Shoulder Roll Bridge as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Explosive Deadlift to Single Kettlebell Snatch 30 Seconds 

Shoulder Roll Bridge 30 Seconds 

Exercise Descriptions

Start with the kettlebell in between your heels underneath your hips. Grip it 
with both hands and with a long spine explosively jump as high as you can. 
Land softly fighting any jarring in your body on the way down. Grab the kettle-
bell with one hand and explosively snatch it overhead, keeping your core tight 
and ribs down. Complete another explosive deadlift before alternating on the 
snatch. 

D2: Shoulder Roll Bridge, Alternating x 30 Seconds 
Start by laying on your back. Bend your legs, heels close to your butt. Thrust 
your hips up, squeezing your butt and hamstrings. Grab onto the same side 
ankle with one arm, as your reach overhead twisting your spine to the same 
side as the arm holding onto the ankle. Try to keep your hips squared and spine 
long. Alternate sides. 

Primal Single Kettlebell Program

DECOMPRESSION | 1 ROUND

Movement Reps/Rounds

Kneeling Spine Wave x 1 Minute

Perform 1 round of every exercise back to back

Kneeling Spine Wave 

Needle Arm Thread

1 Minute

1 Minute

1 Minute Each SideBretzel Hold 

Exercise Descriptions

Start on your knees. Sit your butt back towards your heels, extend your arms 
out in front of you, extend your spine here, sinking your head, chest and shoul-
ders down towards the floor. Inhale as your in the back position and then 
exhale and flex your spine as you shift your weight forward and then inhale and 
drop your hips and lift your chin to the sky, chest up and shoulders back. Move 
forward and back waving through your spine. Keep your arms straight through-
out the whole set.

Needle Arm Thread x 1 Minute
Starting on your knees, draw one elbow up and back as you inhale and then 
reach through with that arm and needle under your armpit, stacking your 
shoulders. Exhale and twist deeper into your stretch. Alternate sides by coming 
back up and drawing your opposite elbow up towards the sky with your next 
inhale. Try to coordinate one breath with one rep.

Bretzel Hold x 1 Minute Each Side
Lay on your back. Lift one leg over to the opposite side and pin your knee to the 
ground with your opposite arm. Grab your back leg with your other arm and 
kick into your palm, stretching your chest wide open, try to bring both shoul-
ders down to the floor while keeping both knees on the ground. Take 10 deep 
breaths in this stretch.

Workout 4



Primal Single Kettlebell Program
WARM UP | 3 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

A1: Halo to Squat x 30 Seconds 

3 Rounds, Rest 10 Seconds Between Exercises

Halo to Squat

Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches 

30 Seconds

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch

Hold the kettlebell bottoms up by the horns, perform a squat, drive your knees 
out, keep your chest tall. Stand up, perform a halo with the kettlebell, keeping 
your core tight. Bring the kettlebell back in front of you and repeat. 

A2: Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches x 30 Seconds
Start in a push-up position, step one foot just outside your palm on the same 
side. Get long by kicking through your back heel and get as straight as you from 
your heel to your top of your head. Once you have owned this position (I like to 
inhale), explosively jump switch to the other side, stepping your other foot up 
outside your palm (I like to exhale on the switch). Alternate sides.

A3: Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch x 30 Seconds
Start on your knees and reach your arms out in front of you as far as you can. Sit 
your butt back towards your heels. Sink your head and shoulders to the floor 
and step one foot forward outside your same side palm. Come into a kneeling 
position keeping your chest proud and spine long, as you squeeze your glutes, 
and press through your hips. Sit back into Child’s Pose and alternate sides. 

30 Seconds

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
PRIMARY WORK SET  | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

B1: Gorilla Row to Clean and Kneeling Press x 1 Minute

4 Sets, Use the Kick Through to Crab Reach as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Gorilla Row to Clean and Kneeling Press

Side Kick Through

1 Minute

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Start in a standing position with your feet a bit wider than hip-width apart. 
Bend over by hinging at the hips. Keep a long spine from your hips to your head 
and tight core. Hold the kettlebell in one hand with a neutral/thumbs up grip 
and then explosively pull your elbow up and back toward the hip and tight to 
your ribs then release the kettlebell and switch to the other hand at the top of 
the rep when the kettlebell is close to your belly. Extend your arm and then 
repeat the row on the other side, then clean the kettlebell into the rack. Step 
back into a kneeling position and press the kettlebell up overhead keeping your 
core tight and ribs down. Step back up and alternate sides.

B2: Side Kick Through x 30 Seconds
Start in a beast position, hands under your shoulders and knee slightly tucked 
in underneath your belly button line. Lift on hand off the ground and kick your 
opposite leg through. Pull your elbow up and back and point your toes on the 
foot that is kicking. Keep your leg off the floor and create as much distance as 
you can from your elbow to your toes. Pull your leg back through and switch to 
the other side.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
SECONDARY WORK SET  | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

C1: Two Hand High Hinge Clean to Reverse Lunge x 
30 Seconds Each Side 

4 Sets, Use the Squat to Cossack Squat as Active Rest and Set Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Two Hand High Hinge Clean to Reverse Lunge

Squat to Alternating Cossack Squat 30 Seconds

30 Seconds Each Side

Exercise Descriptions

Start in a standing position with your feet about hip-width apart, press your 
hips back engaging your hamstrings and glutes, and clean the kettlebell into 
your rack position and grip it by the horns. Step back into a reverse lunge tap-
ping your knee to the ground, then come back up to standing. 

C2: Squat to Alternating Cossack Squat x 30 Seconds
Perform one bodyweight squat then step out and sit down into a cossack squat 
on one side. Try and keep your chest as tall you can. Then step back to center 
and sit down into another bodyweight squat before switching sides. Alternate 
cossack squats with a bodyweight squat in between every rep.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
FINISHER  | 5 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

D1: Explosive Deadlift to Single Kettlebell Snatch x 30 Seconds

5 Sets, Use the Shoulder Roll Bridge as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Explosive Deadlift to Single Kettlebell Snatch 30 Seconds 

Shoulder Roll Bridge 30 Seconds 

Exercise Descriptions

Start with the kettlebell in between your heels underneath your hips. Grip it 
with both hands and with a long spine explosively jump as high as you can. 
Land softly fighting any jarring in your body on the way down. Grab the kettle-
bell with one hand and explosively snatch it overhead, keeping your core tight 
and ribs down. Complete another explosive deadlift before alternating on the 
snatch. 

D2: Shoulder Roll Bridge, Alternating x 30 Seconds 
Start by laying on your back. Bend your legs, heels close to your butt. Thrust 
your hips up, squeezing your butt and hamstrings. Grab onto the same side 
ankle with one arm, as your reach overhead twisting your spine to the same 
side as the arm holding onto the ankle. Try to keep your hips squared and spine 
long. Alternate sides. 

Primal Single Kettlebell Program

DECOMPRESSION | 1 ROUND

Movement Reps/Rounds

Kneeling Spine Wave x 1 Minute

Perform 1 round of every exercise back to back

Kneeling Spine Wave 

Needle Arm Thread

1 Minute

1 Minute

1 Minute Each SideBretzel Hold 

Exercise Descriptions

Start on your knees. Sit your butt back towards your heels, extend your arms 
out in front of you, extend your spine here, sinking your head, chest and shoul-
ders down towards the floor. Inhale as your in the back position and then 
exhale and flex your spine as you shift your weight forward and then inhale and 
drop your hips and lift your chin to the sky, chest up and shoulders back. Move 
forward and back waving through your spine. Keep your arms straight through-
out the whole set.

Needle Arm Thread x 1 Minute
Starting on your knees, draw one elbow up and back as you inhale and then 
reach through with that arm and needle under your armpit, stacking your 
shoulders. Exhale and twist deeper into your stretch. Alternate sides by coming 
back up and drawing your opposite elbow up towards the sky with your next 
inhale. Try to coordinate one breath with one rep.

Bretzel Hold x 1 Minute Each Side
Lay on your back. Lift one leg over to the opposite side and pin your knee to the 
ground with your opposite arm. Grab your back leg with your other arm and 
kick into your palm, stretching your chest wide open, try to bring both shoul-
ders down to the floor while keeping both knees on the ground. Take 10 deep 
breaths in this stretch.

Workout 4



Primal Single Kettlebell Program
WARM UP | 3 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

A1: Halo to Squat x 30 Seconds 

3 Rounds, Rest 10 Seconds Between Exercises

Halo to Squat

Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches 

30 Seconds

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch

Hold the kettlebell bottoms up by the horns, perform a squat, drive your knees 
out, keep your chest tall. Stand up, perform a halo with the kettlebell, keeping 
your core tight. Bring the kettlebell back in front of you and repeat. 

A2: Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches x 30 Seconds
Start in a push-up position, step one foot just outside your palm on the same 
side. Get long by kicking through your back heel and get as straight as you from 
your heel to your top of your head. Once you have owned this position (I like to 
inhale), explosively jump switch to the other side, stepping your other foot up 
outside your palm (I like to exhale on the switch). Alternate sides.

A3: Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch x 30 Seconds
Start on your knees and reach your arms out in front of you as far as you can. Sit 
your butt back towards your heels. Sink your head and shoulders to the floor 
and step one foot forward outside your same side palm. Come into a kneeling 
position keeping your chest proud and spine long, as you squeeze your glutes, 
and press through your hips. Sit back into Child’s Pose and alternate sides. 

30 Seconds

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
PRIMARY WORK SET  | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

B1: Gorilla Row to Clean and Kneeling Press x 1 Minute

4 Sets, Use the Kick Through to Crab Reach as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Gorilla Row to Clean and Kneeling Press

Side Kick Through

1 Minute

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Start in a standing position with your feet a bit wider than hip-width apart. 
Bend over by hinging at the hips. Keep a long spine from your hips to your head 
and tight core. Hold the kettlebell in one hand with a neutral/thumbs up grip 
and then explosively pull your elbow up and back toward the hip and tight to 
your ribs then release the kettlebell and switch to the other hand at the top of 
the rep when the kettlebell is close to your belly. Extend your arm and then 
repeat the row on the other side, then clean the kettlebell into the rack. Step 
back into a kneeling position and press the kettlebell up overhead keeping your 
core tight and ribs down. Step back up and alternate sides.

B2: Side Kick Through x 30 Seconds
Start in a beast position, hands under your shoulders and knee slightly tucked 
in underneath your belly button line. Lift on hand off the ground and kick your 
opposite leg through. Pull your elbow up and back and point your toes on the 
foot that is kicking. Keep your leg off the floor and create as much distance as 
you can from your elbow to your toes. Pull your leg back through and switch to 
the other side.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
SECONDARY WORK SET  | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

C1: Two Hand High Hinge Clean to Reverse Lunge x 
30 Seconds Each Side 

4 Sets, Use the Squat to Cossack Squat as Active Rest and Set Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Two Hand High Hinge Clean to Reverse Lunge

Squat to Alternating Cossack Squat 30 Seconds

30 Seconds Each Side

Exercise Descriptions

Start in a standing position with your feet about hip-width apart, press your 
hips back engaging your hamstrings and glutes, and clean the kettlebell into 
your rack position and grip it by the horns. Step back into a reverse lunge tap-
ping your knee to the ground, then come back up to standing. 

C2: Squat to Alternating Cossack Squat x 30 Seconds
Perform one bodyweight squat then step out and sit down into a cossack squat 
on one side. Try and keep your chest as tall you can. Then step back to center 
and sit down into another bodyweight squat before switching sides. Alternate 
cossack squats with a bodyweight squat in between every rep.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
THIRD WORK SET | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

D1: Bridge Floor Press to Sit Up and Straddle Press x 30 Seconds 
One Side and Switch Sides Every Round

4 Sets | Use the Shoulder Drop as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Bridge Floor Press to Sit Up and Straddle Press 30 Seconds 

Shoulder Drop Roll 30 Seconds 

Exercise Descriptions

Start on your back. Thrust your hips up and keep a strong hip extended position 
throughout the entire set. Rack the kettlebell and flex your wrists. Press the 
kettlebell up, but down towards your waist at a slight angle. Pull the kettlebell 
back down into your rack with control, engaging your lats, and sit up. Spread 
your legs out wide into a straddle and press the kettlebell overhead keeping 
your core tight and ribs down. Rerack your kettlebell, bring your legs together, 
and lay back down. 

D2: Shoulder Drop Roll, Alternating x 30 Seconds
Get on your knees. Spread your hands wide. Lean into one palm, bending your 
elbow as you drive your opposite shoulder down towards the floor. Move slow 
and steady, creating a mindful stretch in your chest, shoulders and neck.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program

DECOMPRESSION | 1 ROUND

Movement Reps/Rounds

Kneeling Spine Wave x 1 Minute

Perform 1 round of every exercise back to back

Kneeling Spine Wave 

Needle Arm Thread

1 Minute

1 Minute

1 Minute Each SideBretzel Hold 

Exercise Descriptions

Start on your knees. Sit your butt back towards your heels, extend your arms 
out in front of you, extend your spine here, sinking your head, chest and shoul-
ders down towards the floor. Inhale as your in the back position and then 
exhale and flex your spine as you shift your weight forward and then inhale and 
drop your hips and lift your chin to the sky, chest up and shoulders back. Move 
forward and back waving through your spine. Keep your arms straight through-
out the whole set.

Needle Arm Thread x 1 Minute
Starting on your knees, draw one elbow up and back as you inhale and then 
reach through with that arm and needle under your armpit, stacking your 
shoulders. Exhale and twist deeper into your stretch. Alternate sides by coming 
back up and drawing your opposite elbow up towards the sky with your next 
inhale. Try to coordinate one breath with one rep.

Bretzel Hold x 1 Minute Each Side
Lay on your back. Lift one leg over to the opposite side and pin your knee to the 
ground with your opposite arm. Grab your back leg with your other arm and 
kick into your palm, stretching your chest wide open, try to bring both shoul-
ders down to the floor while keeping both knees on the ground. Take 10 deep 
breaths in this stretch.

Workout 4



Primal Single Kettlebell Program
WARM UP | 3 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

A1: Halo to Squat x 30 Seconds 

3 Rounds, Rest 10 Seconds Between Exercises

Halo to Squat

Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches 

30 Seconds

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch

Hold the kettlebell bottoms up by the horns, perform a squat, drive your knees 
out, keep your chest tall. Stand up, perform a halo with the kettlebell, keeping 
your core tight. Bring the kettlebell back in front of you and repeat. 

A2: Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches x 30 Seconds
Start in a push-up position, step one foot just outside your palm on the same 
side. Get long by kicking through your back heel and get as straight as you from 
your heel to your top of your head. Once you have owned this position (I like to 
inhale), explosively jump switch to the other side, stepping your other foot up 
outside your palm (I like to exhale on the switch). Alternate sides.

A3: Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch x 30 Seconds
Start on your knees and reach your arms out in front of you as far as you can. Sit 
your butt back towards your heels. Sink your head and shoulders to the floor 
and step one foot forward outside your same side palm. Come into a kneeling 
position keeping your chest proud and spine long, as you squeeze your glutes, 
and press through your hips. Sit back into Child’s Pose and alternate sides. 

30 Seconds

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
PRIMARY WORK SET  | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

B1: Gorilla Row to Clean and Kneeling Press x 1 Minute

4 Sets, Use the Kick Through to Crab Reach as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Gorilla Row to Clean and Kneeling Press

Side Kick Through

1 Minute

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Start in a standing position with your feet a bit wider than hip-width apart. 
Bend over by hinging at the hips. Keep a long spine from your hips to your head 
and tight core. Hold the kettlebell in one hand with a neutral/thumbs up grip 
and then explosively pull your elbow up and back toward the hip and tight to 
your ribs then release the kettlebell and switch to the other hand at the top of 
the rep when the kettlebell is close to your belly. Extend your arm and then 
repeat the row on the other side, then clean the kettlebell into the rack. Step 
back into a kneeling position and press the kettlebell up overhead keeping your 
core tight and ribs down. Step back up and alternate sides.

B2: Side Kick Through x 30 Seconds
Start in a beast position, hands under your shoulders and knee slightly tucked 
in underneath your belly button line. Lift on hand off the ground and kick your 
opposite leg through. Pull your elbow up and back and point your toes on the 
foot that is kicking. Keep your leg off the floor and create as much distance as 
you can from your elbow to your toes. Pull your leg back through and switch to 
the other side.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
SECONDARY WORK SET  | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

C1: Two Hand High Hinge Clean to Reverse Lunge x 
30 Seconds Each Side 

4 Sets, Use the Squat to Cossack Squat as Active Rest and Set Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Two Hand High Hinge Clean to Reverse Lunge

Squat to Alternating Cossack Squat 30 Seconds

30 Seconds Each Side

Exercise Descriptions

Start in a standing position with your feet about hip-width apart, press your 
hips back engaging your hamstrings and glutes, and clean the kettlebell into 
your rack position and grip it by the horns. Step back into a reverse lunge tap-
ping your knee to the ground, then come back up to standing. 

C2: Squat to Alternating Cossack Squat x 30 Seconds
Perform one bodyweight squat then step out and sit down into a cossack squat 
on one side. Try and keep your chest as tall you can. Then step back to center 
and sit down into another bodyweight squat before switching sides. Alternate 
cossack squats with a bodyweight squat in between every rep.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
THIRD WORK SET | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

D1: Bridge Floor Press to Sit Up and Straddle Press x 30 Seconds 
One Side and Switch Sides Every Round

4 Sets | Use the Shoulder Drop as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Bridge Floor Press to Sit Up and Straddle Press 30 Seconds 

Shoulder Drop Roll 30 Seconds 

Exercise Descriptions

Start on your back. Thrust your hips up and keep a strong hip extended position 
throughout the entire set. Rack the kettlebell and flex your wrists. Press the 
kettlebell up, but down towards your waist at a slight angle. Pull the kettlebell 
back down into your rack with control, engaging your lats, and sit up. Spread 
your legs out wide into a straddle and press the kettlebell overhead keeping 
your core tight and ribs down. Rerack your kettlebell, bring your legs together, 
and lay back down. 

D2: Shoulder Drop Roll, Alternating x 30 Seconds
Get on your knees. Spread your hands wide. Lean into one palm, bending your 
elbow as you drive your opposite shoulder down towards the floor. Move slow 
and steady, creating a mindful stretch in your chest, shoulders and neck.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program

DECOMPRESSION | 1 ROUND

Movement Reps/Rounds

Kneeling Spine Wave x 1 Minute

Perform 1 round of every exercise back to back

Kneeling Spine Wave 

Needle Arm Thread

1 Minute

1 Minute

1 Minute Each SideBretzel Hold 

Exercise Descriptions

Start on your knees. Sit your butt back towards your heels, extend your arms 
out in front of you, extend your spine here, sinking your head, chest and shoul-
ders down towards the floor. Inhale as your in the back position and then 
exhale and flex your spine as you shift your weight forward and then inhale and 
drop your hips and lift your chin to the sky, chest up and shoulders back. Move 
forward and back waving through your spine. Keep your arms straight through-
out the whole set.

Needle Arm Thread x 1 Minute
Starting on your knees, draw one elbow up and back as you inhale and then 
reach through with that arm and needle under your armpit, stacking your 
shoulders. Exhale and twist deeper into your stretch. Alternate sides by coming 
back up and drawing your opposite elbow up towards the sky with your next 
inhale. Try to coordinate one breath with one rep.

Bretzel Hold x 1 Minute Each Side
Lay on your back. Lift one leg over to the opposite side and pin your knee to the 
ground with your opposite arm. Grab your back leg with your other arm and 
kick into your palm, stretching your chest wide open, try to bring both shoul-
ders down to the floor while keeping both knees on the ground. Take 10 deep 
breaths in this stretch.

Workout 4
Primal Single Kettlebell Program

FINISHER | 5 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

Single Hand Deadlift, Row, Clean, Squat and Press x 40 Seconds

5 Sets | Rest 20 Seconds Between Sets

Single Hand Deadlift, Row, Clean, Squat and Press 40 Seconds 

Exercise Descriptions

Perform a single kettlebell deadlift keeping a tight core and long spine. Hinge 
at the hips and, pull the kettlebell up keeping your elbows tight to your ribs and 
back towards your hips.  Put the kettlebell on the floor, then explosively clean 
the kettlebell up into your racked position, squat down keeping your chest 
proud, and then explosively press the kettlebell overhead. Repeat.

Workout 4



Primal Single Kettlebell Program
WARM UP | 3 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

A1: Halo to Squat x 30 Seconds 

3 Rounds, Rest 10 Seconds Between Exercises

Halo to Squat

Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches 

30 Seconds

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch

Hold the kettlebell bottoms up by the horns, perform a squat, drive your knees 
out, keep your chest tall. Stand up, perform a halo with the kettlebell, keeping 
your core tight. Bring the kettlebell back in front of you and repeat. 

A2: Dynamic Mountain Climber Switches x 30 Seconds
Start in a push-up position, step one foot just outside your palm on the same 
side. Get long by kicking through your back heel and get as straight as you from 
your heel to your top of your head. Once you have owned this position (I like to 
inhale), explosively jump switch to the other side, stepping your other foot up 
outside your palm (I like to exhale on the switch). Alternate sides.

A3: Child’s Pose to Tall Kneeling Hip Flexor Stretch x 30 Seconds
Start on your knees and reach your arms out in front of you as far as you can. Sit 
your butt back towards your heels. Sink your head and shoulders to the floor 
and step one foot forward outside your same side palm. Come into a kneeling 
position keeping your chest proud and spine long, as you squeeze your glutes, 
and press through your hips. Sit back into Child’s Pose and alternate sides. 

30 Seconds

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
PRIMARY WORK SET  | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

B1: Gorilla Row to Clean and Kneeling Press x 1 Minute

4 Sets, Use the Kick Through to Crab Reach as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Gorilla Row to Clean and Kneeling Press

Side Kick Through

1 Minute

30 Seconds

Exercise Descriptions

Start in a standing position with your feet a bit wider than hip-width apart. 
Bend over by hinging at the hips. Keep a long spine from your hips to your head 
and tight core. Hold the kettlebell in one hand with a neutral/thumbs up grip 
and then explosively pull your elbow up and back toward the hip and tight to 
your ribs then release the kettlebell and switch to the other hand at the top of 
the rep when the kettlebell is close to your belly. Extend your arm and then 
repeat the row on the other side, then clean the kettlebell into the rack. Step 
back into a kneeling position and press the kettlebell up overhead keeping your 
core tight and ribs down. Step back up and alternate sides.

B2: Side Kick Through x 30 Seconds
Start in a beast position, hands under your shoulders and knee slightly tucked 
in underneath your belly button line. Lift on hand off the ground and kick your 
opposite leg through. Pull your elbow up and back and point your toes on the 
foot that is kicking. Keep your leg off the floor and create as much distance as 
you can from your elbow to your toes. Pull your leg back through and switch to 
the other side.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
SECONDARY WORK SET  | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

C1: Two Hand High Hinge Clean to Reverse Lunge x 
30 Seconds Each Side 

4 Sets, Use the Squat to Cossack Squat as Active Rest and Set Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Two Hand High Hinge Clean to Reverse Lunge

Squat to Alternating Cossack Squat 30 Seconds

30 Seconds Each Side

Exercise Descriptions

Start in a standing position with your feet about hip-width apart, press your 
hips back engaging your hamstrings and glutes, and clean the kettlebell into 
your rack position and grip it by the horns. Step back into a reverse lunge tap-
ping your knee to the ground, then come back up to standing. 

C2: Squat to Alternating Cossack Squat x 30 Seconds
Perform one bodyweight squat then step out and sit down into a cossack squat 
on one side. Try and keep your chest as tall you can. Then step back to center 
and sit down into another bodyweight squat before switching sides. Alternate 
cossack squats with a bodyweight squat in between every rep.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program
THIRD WORK SET | 4 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

D1: Bridge Floor Press to Sit Up and Straddle Press x 30 Seconds 
One Side and Switch Sides Every Round

4 Sets | Use the Shoulder Drop as Active Rest and Get Right 
Back to Work After Your 30 Seconds of Active Rest

Bridge Floor Press to Sit Up and Straddle Press 30 Seconds 

Shoulder Drop Roll 30 Seconds 

Exercise Descriptions

Start on your back. Thrust your hips up and keep a strong hip extended position 
throughout the entire set. Rack the kettlebell and flex your wrists. Press the 
kettlebell up, but down towards your waist at a slight angle. Pull the kettlebell 
back down into your rack with control, engaging your lats, and sit up. Spread 
your legs out wide into a straddle and press the kettlebell overhead keeping 
your core tight and ribs down. Rerack your kettlebell, bring your legs together, 
and lay back down. 

D2: Shoulder Drop Roll, Alternating x 30 Seconds
Get on your knees. Spread your hands wide. Lean into one palm, bending your 
elbow as you drive your opposite shoulder down towards the floor. Move slow 
and steady, creating a mindful stretch in your chest, shoulders and neck.

Primal Single Kettlebell Program

DECOMPRESSION | 1 ROUND

Movement Reps/Rounds

Child’s Pose to Mountain Climber x 1 Minute

Perform 1 round of every exercise back to back

Child’s Pose to Mountain Climber 

Floor Scorpion

1 Minute

1 Minute

1 MinuteThoracic Bridge

Exercise Descriptions

Start on your knees and reach your arms out in front of you as far as you can. Sit 
your butt back towards your heels. Sink your head and shoulders to the floor 
and step one foot forward outside your same side palm. Try keeping a long 
spine, and proud chest as you squeeze your glutes, and press through your 
hips, as you keep your back knee off the floor. Sit back into Child’s Pose and 
alternate sides. 

Floor Scorpion, Alternating x 1 Minute
Lay face down and extend both arm out to your sides. Lift one foot up and then 
step over to your opposite side, bending your knee. Squeeze your butt and lift 
your knee back, pressing into the outside edge of your foot and reach in the 
opposite direction with your hand. Take a couple deep breaths in this stretch 
and then alternate sides slow and steady.

Thoracic Bridge, Alternating x 1 Minute
Start by sitting face up, palms behind your back and legs bent. Bridge your hips 
up keeping them level and reach with one hand across your chest. Reach far 
and get a deep stretch in your thoracic, all while keeping your hips from rotat-
ing. Alternate sides by pulling your arm back in and and sitting your hips close 
to the floor before switching.

Workout 4
Primal Single Kettlebell Program

FINISHER | 5 SETS

Movement Reps/Rounds

Single Hand Deadlift, Row, Clean, Squat and Press x 40 Seconds

5 Sets | Rest 20 Seconds Between Sets

Single Hand Deadlift, Row, Clean, Squat and Press 40 Seconds 

Exercise Descriptions

Perform a single kettlebell deadlift keeping a tight core and long spine. Hinge 
at the hips and, pull the kettlebell up keeping your elbows tight to your ribs and 
back towards your hips.  Put the kettlebell on the floor, then explosively clean 
the kettlebell up into your racked position, squat down keeping your chest 
proud, and then explosively press the kettlebell overhead. Repeat.

Workout 4
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